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HINTS FOR UOMtWLVERS



BUILDING A HAND BRAKE by RICK PEARCE, EAA 268936 Rt. 3, Box 134P Parsons, KS 67357



In the process of building my Christavia MK4,1 ran up against the need for better quality control of the brakes on the miscellaneous brackets and fittings than I could get from a vise and hammer. Being the world's biggest pack rat, I set out to design and build a simple hand brake from miscellaneous junk on hand. I built the hand brake over a weekend. The only tools I used were a torch, 4.5" electric grinder, chop saw and a small hand drill. Unlike most of my projects, I got by pretty easy . . . I only had a small shop fire confined to a trash can. The brake works great on 16 ga., 14 ga. and on small pieces of 12 ga. I plan to make my battery box and cabin heat



box out of aluminum. I have not tried any hot bends on chromoly plate yet. It might cause some problems with heat transfer to the thick angles . . . something I will have to find out in the future. I used a 4" x 3" x .375 angle iron. The "L" dimension on my drawing was 35" long just because that was the length I had in the junk pile. The bearings are going to be hard items to come up with ... I got mine off an old combine. Same goes for the 1" shaft I used as the axle. If a person were to use a heavier angle iron I'm sure you could brake 12 ga. and 7 ga. One question most people ask is how much did it cost to build it. Since I made most of my parts from scrap pile junk, the only costs were $3.88 for the two door knobs. You can pick up angle iron at a reasonable price from a scrap iron dealer. The hand brake has two adjustments



- the top adjustment is for clamping. With the 8" dia. wheel and the door knob, clamping can be accomplished with ease. The back adjustment is the most critical because you can determine the radius of bends. A too sharp bend can lead to metal fatigue. The back adjustment will have to be adjusted when changing metal thickness to get a perfect bend. Readers are invited to submit entries to EAA. Hints For Homebuilders. Alt: Golda Cox. Wittman Regional Airport, Oshkosh, Wl 54903-3086. Entries will be reviewed by a panel of EAA judges. Readers whose hints are published in any EAA magazine will be



awarded one ol thee monthly prizes - a 38' Drive Socket Wrench Set, a 1 4" Drive Socket Wrench Set or a Nine-piece Long-Handle



Combination Wrench Set. The contest will run from August through July of each year with a Grand Prize of a Snap-on Tools KR657 Roll Cab and KR637 Top Chest being awarded the best entry for the year This



award will be presented during the EAA Convention beginning in 1989. Our thanks go to Snap-on Tools for providing the awards. 3/j AllTHRD WIGTH
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Hints For Homebuilders - Size 

HINTS FOR HOMEBUILDERS. ^â€¢â€¢â€¢â€¢â€¢â€¢^^â€¢H. STRAP HINGES. BY THOMAS M YOUNG. On my tube and fabric homebuilt I have used strap hinges of my own ...
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Hints for Homebuilders - Size 

friend who has one), you can build one of these in a couple of ... CONSTRUCTION. The tool must fit .... fixed tri-gear design ... an electrical nature. Any hint used ...
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thermometer capillary with a sensing coil (not electrical, but gas and fluid .... a new generator. ... to a Fly-In just to repair cars . . . this we could have done at home ...
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Helpful Hints For Homebuildeis. Our hats arc off to the gentlemen who sub- mitted the following helpful hints and we wish that we had enough of those AC Spark ...
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Helpful Hints For Homebuilders. Our hats are off to the gentlemen who sub- mitted the following helpful hints and we wish that roe had enough of those AC ...
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Snap-on Hints For Homebuilders - Size 

Aircraft hoses assembled from either Aeroquip 303 hose and 491 fit- tings or Stratoflex 111 hose and 300 fittings require the use of a special mandrel to prevent ...
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Drilling holes through wing spars to bolt wing attach fittings or any other dril- ling operation that requires boring into one hole and precisely coming out another ...
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Helpful Hints for Homebuilders 

the first time, as all the heads of the nails will b? facing up. ... hammer head so it can be driven straight. A frame can be ... is picked up in both hands, and moved sharply sideways, back and ... tape, beginning at the first hole, drawing it up ti
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EAA Hints For Homebuilders 

scribed, on a flat surface with a. Blade attach resting points. Â© wedge trimmed to the proper angle, inserted between the blade face and the flat surface, at the ...
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Helpful Hints for Homebuilders 

Eddie H. Vung, Jr. 1619 Memory Lane. Alamogordo, N.M.. PLYWOOD COMPOUND CURVES. By W. H. Wilkerson, EAA 14087. 418 S. Merriam, Miles City, Mont.
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Hints For Homebuilders 

EAA 238526. 45550 Pickford Ave. Lancaster, CA 93534. The purpose of this device is to alert the pilot should the alternator or regulator (or pilot) malfunction.
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Helpful Hints tor Homebuilders - Size 

Each stand consists of two uprights at least 3 ft. high. A length of upholsterer's webbing or a length of heavy canvas strap is tacked to both uprights so as to form ...
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Helpful Hints for Homebuilders 

1 Mills Crescent. Saskatoon Sask., Canada. Capt. William E. Brown. R. D. 4. Athens, Ohio. PRESSURE GLUING METHOD. By L. J. Weishaar, EAA 9250.
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Helpful Hints for Homebuilders 

George Lytle/Royal Oak, Mich. Ed Wegner/Plymouth, Wis. Gerald Miller/Denver, Colo. Don Schmitz/Dayton, Ohio. Pete Rovero/Gardena, Calif. Warren Coe/West ...
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Hints For Homebuilders 

through the cut out slot in the lead- ing edge of .... a Fluke Model 23-2 Multimeter with Holster from the ... test will run from August through July of ... Vari-Bit Kit).
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Hints For Homebuilders 

Here is a tool I devised during ... ply place the tool against the edge of a piece of aluminum ... The best place to start with a pro- ject like ... SPORT AVIATION 101.
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Hints For Homebuilders 

electric sensor detects exterior daylight, position ... unobstructed approaches with a 3,000 foot (2.000 foot paved) runway and ... the following aid which solved the problem in a matter of minutes. Quite ... any control circuit that might acciden-.
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Hints For Homebuilders 

still functions normally. Once installed, you can be more com ... solid flying skills. So - safe flying! ... to use, works with all kinds of materi- als (not just metals), and ...
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Hints For Homebuilders 

integral axle, so I drilled and tapped the tailwheel assembly at the end op- ... help you decide what type of airplane you d enjoy building, and we'll give you the ...
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Hints For Homebuilders 

I've had to drill holes through aluminum skin based only on measurement. Here is a way to visually ver- ify the position of under- lying ribs and spars. Flexible ...
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Hints For Homebuilders 

Auburn, Washington 98002 Mon-Fri 8:00am - 5:30pm PST. CALL 206-931-0370. FAX 24 HRS 206-931-0584. E-Mail [email protected]. For information, use ...
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Hints For Homebuilders 

sented by Snap-on Tools (KR657 Roll Cab and KR637 Top Chest), Aircraft Spruce &. Specialty ($250 gift certificate), and Ameri- can Saw & Mfg. Co. (Lenox ...
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Hints For Homebuilders 

The indicator design is based on the. LM3914 Dot/Bar .... pc board. The 10-segment LED array can be mounted in a face-plate of your design and labeled to ...
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Helpful Hints for Homebuilders 

that fine job of pin striping when painting your com- pleted ship. ...... JIM SMITH, Davenport, Iowa . ..... (Reprinted from Darke County, Ohio. Chapter 109 ...
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